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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: SEVEN STEPS TO BUILDING A DATA-CENTRIC ORGANIZATION
FOREWORD

Over the past two decades, there has been a
watershed transition in the ways that organizations
consider the value of their enterprise information
assets. In the past, organizations typically
overlooked that their core business functions
revolved around information—instead focusing on
an application-centric (or business function-centric)
approach to system design and implementation,
in which data is the byproduct of the operational
processes.

for provision of services (such as streaming
entertainment), or to connect individuals (such as
dating or recruiting companies).
Recognize, though, that data centricity is not
limited to new companies. Any organization can
become data-centric by taking advantage of some
of the emerging trends discussed in this checklist.
Here we will review some of the practices adopted
by data-centric organizations and suggest ways to
learn from their experiences.

The result is that these organizations rely on
systems that were solely designed to manage
transaction and operational processing, which
creates significant complexity and challenges when
attempting to introduce and sustain a business
intelligence, reporting, and analytics capability.
Only recently have businesses recognized that
their underlying data assets have potential to
create real value, and many are now aspiring to
be data-centric. In data-centric organizations, the
functions are engineered around the information,
and data is considered a central asset that drives
both ongoing operations and innovation and
optimization for the future.
These types of emerging smart companies execute
their businesses without the historical system-oriented bias. Instead, they are aware that information
is the key to building the business and driving
profitability.
In some cases, these businesses are founded
on data centricity from the start because they
understand its inherent value, such as companies
that leverage information exchange for the gig
economy (e.g., ride-sharing or apartment-sharing),
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LEARN TO BE MORE DATA-CENTRIC

The typical mode of system organization for
many older enterprises tends to be applicationcentric. This means that systems have been
designed to meet the transactional or operational
needs of particular business functions such as
marketing, sales, or finance. In these task-oriented
environments, there is a system-oriented bias, and
the data created and used by these applications is
considered a secondary byproduct of accomplishing
the intended functional objectives.

ENCOURAGING DATA CENTRICITY
ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION
WILL NOT ONLY INTRODUCE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT,
IT WILL INSPIRE INNOVATIVE
APPROACHES TO REENGINEERING
BUSINESS PROCESS AROUND
INFORMATION.
The challenge for these types of organizations is
that despite growing interest in exploiting advanced
analytics, these companies continue to agonize over
how to leverage their corporate information assets.

Other organizations, though, are successfully
rethinking how existing (and anticipated)
business processes can be redesigned around
their information landscape. These data-centric
organizations concentrate on the value of
information. They flip the context—instead of
developing systems around functional expectations,
their processes are engineered around the data,
and reporting and analytics drive innovation.
Data-centric organizations have an awareness of
their data landscape and understand the nature of
the content contained within their data objects.
Learn to be more data-centric. Identify the
key information archetypes that are critical to
organizational success (such as “customer,”
“product,” “vendor,” etc.), and assess how these
information concepts are touched across the range
of business functions.
Consider the practical aspects of data organization,
preparation, and integration for reporting
and analytics to gain critical insights from the
information asset. Integrate the results of analyses
with operations to drive continuous optimization
and improvement.

As an example, these organizations extract data
from functional systems and dump these extracted
data assets into data lakes as a prelude to analysis.
However, the functional bias remains, and these
organizations are confounded by the struggle to
classify and organize their content, let alone subject
their data to analysis.
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TRAIN EVERYONE TO BE AN ANALYST

Two competing technical trends have established
a fertile environment for data innovation. On the
one hand, increased data volume, variety, and
velocity have increased the complexity of the
data landscape. At the same time, improved tools
coupled with increased user sophistication have
created a growing pool of savvy individuals whose
expertise spans both the business and technical
sides.

Better yet, the barriers to entry to becoming a
citizen analyst are low, and it is beneficial to train
everyone in the organization to be an analyst. Key
factors in this training include realizing the value of
information, ways to integrate different methods
of analysis, rapid prototyping of reports and visual
presentations, blending analysis with visualization
for data storytelling, and facilitating collaboration
among the pool of analysts.

Gartner has defined a “citizen data scientist” as
“a person who creates or generates models that
use advanced diagnostic analytics or predictive
and prescriptive capabilities, but whose primary
job function is outside the field of statistics and
analytics.”1

That being said, this training cannot be complete
without helping citizen analysts overcome the
barriers of aging technology. Look for ways to build
a data stack that simplifies the development of
reporting and analysis platforms without requiring a
significant background in technology.

We can expand the “citizenry” concept to a wider
collective of citizen analysts whose mandate is
broader than just building predictive models.

A data stack that simplifies reporting and analysis
enables individuals to support their jobs without
being confounded by the traditional information
technology bottlenecks.

CITIZEN ANALYSTS ARE ESSENTIALLY
NONTECHNICAL INDIVIDUALS
POSITIONED AS BUSINESS-ORIENTED
PROBLEM SOLVERS.
They have become adept at managing data made
available by the organization along with gaining
some level of dexterity in the use of advanced
analytics technologies. Although citizen analysts are
less technical in the traditional sense, they are more
in tune with algorithms that may identify emerging
opportunities resulting from the application of
analytical methods.

Idoine, Carly, “Citizen Data Scientists and Why They Matter,” accessed November 5, 2018, from
https://blogs.gartner.com/carlie-idoine/2018/05/13/citizen-data-scientists-and-why-they-matter/
1
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FACILITATE SELF-SERVICE WITH THE RIGHT APPROACH AND DATA STACK

Citizen analysts are savvy enough to manage their
own end-to-end process for employing analysis
because they know how to:
1. Clearly articulate business challenges that can
be addressed through data analysis
2. Consider the types of analyses that can help
address those challenges
3. Consider the data requirements for those
analyses
4. Identify candidate data sources and then choose
and access the selected data sources
5. Perform the analysis
6. Recommend actions implied by the results of
the analysis
The growing community of citizen analysts is
increasing the demand for technology resources—
more computing power, easier accessibility to larger
volumes of data, access to more sophisticated
analytical tools—in essence, driving an expanding
appetite for technology.
As the number of downstream data consumers
increases, the burden on the information
technology (IT) groups supporting the management
and maintenance of data warehouses and their
entire supporting data stack grows dramatically. As
your organization trains more analysts, there will be
a corresponding increase in expectations for data
accessibility, availability of computing resources
for analysis, and facilitation of data storytelling to
communicate results.

The best way to break this logjam is to allow citizen
analysts to bypass IT when there is no specific need
for IT support.

DATA-CENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS
EMPOWER THEIR ANALYSTS BY
REMOVING BARRIERS TO DATA
ACCESS, PREPARATION, AND
UTILIZATION BY INTRODUCING
TOOLS SUPPORTING DATA
SELF-SERVICE.
The right approach to self-service focuses on
eliminating the complexity of data integration and
data access. Look for a data stack that simplifies
the inclusion of a wide range of data sources in a
variety of formats (e.g., structured data such as CSV
files and semistructured data such as XML/JSON)
and seamlessly allows connections to a variety of
end-user business intelligence tools.
Finally, embrace cloud-based/hosted environments
in which the host provider provides a large
degree of platform management. By embracing
technologies that can enable self-service data
configuration and access for reporting and analysis,
you can eliminate the IT middleman and reduce or
even eliminate the IT bottleneck.

The challenge is that IT budgets and staff are not
growing at the same time. This means that IT will
increasingly become a bottleneck for citizen analysts
waiting to get access to the data for analysis.
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REFRAME THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

A byproduct of the emergence of the citizen
analyst is the recognition that streamlining an
analyst’s access to data often conflicts with the
types of organizational structures that have been
put into place for managing reporting and business
intelligence. Typical organizational structures such
as a business intelligence competency center (BICC)
or other type of IT group intended to facilitate the
creation and delivery of reports and analyses have
recently become bottlenecks.
Other organizations don’t even have a formalized
structure supporting business intelligence—
members of the IT/engineering teams act as ad hoc
BI consultants to help produce requested reports
and analyses.
Eliminating IT as a bottleneck in the BI/analytics
production process is critical for empowering
the community of citizen analysts. This becomes
especially true as organizations embrace methods
for providing analysts with self-service data access,
reporting, and analysis. New tools help automate
the process of configuring environments suited to
the citizen analyst for reporting, BI, and analytics. As
analysts are increasingly recognized as the subject
matter experts for transforming data into actionable
knowledge, the role of IT is bound to diminish.

data assets can be used; allow IT staff to exercise
their best judgment when it comes to organizing
information and making data available. Some
example activities might include:
• DATA ASSET ORGANIZATION: identifying,

classifying, and arranging data assets according
to those classifications
• DATA SERVICES: providing access methods and

services for end-user analysis tools to access
corporate data
• COMPUTATIONAL SUPPORT: overseeing both

on-premises and cloud-based platforms and
tools enabling users to perform their analyses
and generate reports
Encouraging IT to release control of the reporting
function to the actual analysts not only creates
a more innovative environment, it reduces or
eliminates process bottlenecks and encourages
intellectual freedom to create actionable knowledge
for competitive value.

However, that does not mean that IT is not critical
to the success of a reporting and analytics program.
Instead of IT’s role being the guardian of the
business intelligence and analytics function and
the creator and provider of reports and analyses,
transition IT to being the facilitator that enables
the broad community of citizen analysts in their
analytics endeavors.
The objective of this reframed role is to establish
IT as a partner in simplifying and speeding the
analysis cycle. Downstream analysts are the subject
matter experts when it comes to understanding how
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MAKE DATA GOVERNANCE PERVASIVE

Disorganized and inconsistent data leads to
misinformed analyses, and misinformed analyses
lead to bad decisions.
As an example, according to Jennifer Zeszut, the
CEO of Beckon, an enterprise-class marketing
intelligence platform, if data is “disorganized,
incomplete, inconsistent, or out-of-date, the
resulting decisions will be bad.” In turn, she
suggests that if marketing functions want to be
data-driven, they will need expertise in (and to
take responsibility for and ownership of) data
aggregation, cleansing, normalization, and
analysis, all of which fall into the domain of data
governance.2
This is not just limited to marketing; the same can
be said for all organizational business functions—
corporate data centricity requires instituting good
data governance processes across the enterprise.
Although a comprehensive discussion of data
governance might warrant its own checklist, it is
valuable to realize that the scope of data governance
is rapidly expanding beyond data quality.
The emerging trend among data-centric
organizations is the establishment of an
enterprise data governance program that at least
encompasses these key aspects:
• DATA POLICY MANAGEMENT: defining,

approving, and enforcing compliance
with data policies defined in the context
of both externally imposed requirements
(e.g., regulatory compliance) and internally
motivated guidelines (such as managing data
use obligations or data classification for the
purposes of risk assessment and management)

• INTEGRATED MONITORING FOR
ENFORCEMENT: embedding validation

methods to monitor compliance with defined
data policies and to automatically generate
alerts when data policies are violated
• OPERATIONALIZED DATA QUALITY: specifying

data quality rules, developing data quality
controls, and ensuring observance of data
quality expectations
• DATA CATALOGING: accumulating metadata

about each data asset and its contents and
enabling managed data accessibility
• DATA PROTECTION: instituting methods for

encryption and masking of sensitive (i.e., private
or personal) data
Data governance has evolved over the past decade
from a boutique-style set of procedures to a
foundational framework supporting reporting and
analytics. Progressive software and platform vendors
are engineering support for data governance
fundamentals (such as managed access control and
simplified data sharing with cross-functional teams)
directly into their offerings.

ANY ORGANIZATION THAT WANTS
TO BECOME DATA-CENTRIC
SHOULD MAKE DATA GOVERNANCE
PERVASIVE AND EMBRACE
TECHNOLOGIES THAT FACILITATE
DATA GOVERNANCE AND
STEWARDSHIP PROCESSES.

Whitler, Kimberly A., “How is Data-Centricity Impacting the Marketing Organization?” June 2016, Forbes, accessed via
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimberlywhitler/2016/06/18/how-is-data-centricity-impacting-the-marketing-organization-part-1/#1155f8a772f3
2
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CELEBRATE AUTOMATION

If one of the trends is to reduce IT bottlenecks for
reporting and analytics, we must also consider ways
to enable IT to retreat somewhat from complete
involvement in the end-to-end processes.
When we recognize that much of the data
warehouse production and utilization cycles relies
on standardized structures, templates, and access
methods, it should not be a surprise that there
is a growing trend toward automating the whole
process of creating a reporting and analytics
environment, arranging for its population with
data, providing control to the data consumers, and
rapidly responding to requests for information.

SIMPLIFY THE WAY THAT THE
DATA STACK IS CONFIGURED AND
INSTANTIATED AND DO SO USING
DATA WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
TECHNOLOGY.

• Data extraction, transformation, preparation,
and loading (ETL)
• Query analysis and query optimization
• Data warehouse resource management
• Management of cloud data warehouse
environments
• Scalable storage management
• Continuous maintenance
• Cached query materialization
Embracing these different aspects of data warehouse
automation helps to simplify the materialization of
analytical systems as well as speed the ability to
deliver results.

An emerging set of cloud-based data warehousing
tools support automation, comprising templates
and schemas for:
• Data connectivity
• Automated schema assessment and data
modeling
• Data asset organization and classification
• Data ingestion
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GAIN SYNERGY FROM AGILE ANALYTICS

Another trend that has been growing over the past
decade is the transition from waterfall methods
of system design and development to the agile
methodology, and we can adapt the agile principles
to developing reports and analyses. Some key
principles of the agile approach include:
• Early and continuous delivery of a minimum
viable product that serves the customers’ needs
• Adapting to changing requirements, even late
in the development process
• Frequent delivery of products that can be
reviewed and used by the customer
• Continued iterative refinement and improvement
sustained over an indefinite time period
• Gaining synergy from business and technical
people working together
• Maintaining simplicity and avoiding
unnecessary work3

FOLLOW THE TREND AND ADOPT
A STRATEGY OF AGILE ANALYTICS.
LOOK FOR PRODUCTS THAT SIMPLIFY
THE PROCESS OF ADDING DATA
SOURCES TO THE ENVIRONMENT,
FUSING THOSE DATA SETS INTO THE
DATA WAREHOUSE, AND MAKING
THOSE DATA SETS ACCESSIBLE
VIA END-USER ANALYSIS AND
VISUALIZATION PRODUCTS.
Automated methods for assessing metadata from
data sources help optimize storage orientation
and query performance, thereby improving
data accessibility. In essence, this allows your
organization to quickly embrace a wide variety of
data sources and allow immediate accessibility for
analytical purposes.

The problem with conventional data warehousing
and business intelligence is that the complexities of
the standard architecture and the overhead of data
extraction, transformation, preparation, and loading
detract from the ability to rapidly deliver reports
and analyses to end consumers.
Automation helps by eliminating that extra burden
and simplifying the ways analytics stacks are
designed, deployed, and populated. In this kind
of environment, end-user analysis and visualization
tools are easily connected to the analytics stack,
eliminating the need for analysts to deal with
complex data integration. This simplifies and
therefore speeds the process of developing and
delivering reports in a manner that is consistent with
the agile approach.
“12 Principles Behind the Agile Manifesto,” Agile Alliance, accessed November 30, 2018, via
https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/12-principles-behind-the-agile-manifesto/
3
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AFTERWORD SPEEDING TIME TO VALUE

This checklist has shared a number of trends that
reduce complexity and improve the use of analytics
at data-centric organizations:
• Embracing data centricity
• Democratization of the role of the citizen data
analyst
• Empowering the analyst through self-service
• Realigning the role of IT
• Establishing data governance
• Leveraging automation
• Adopting an agile approach to analytics
development
When an organization considers adopting practices
that are aligned with these trends, citizen analysts
will be empowered to explore a wide variety of
methods for identifying business opportunities and
do so in a way that speeds time to value. In turn,
data centricity is enabled by adopting an optimized
data stack supporting business intelligence,
reporting, and analytics.
A platform that is driven by automation and
enables self-service not only reduces costs and
overhead for management and maintenance, it
actually speeds time to value for the downstream
citizen analysts and data scientists, whose
data-centric results will power organizational
performance.
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ABOUT OUR SPONSOR

Panoply is a smart, automated cloud data
warehouse built with machine learning and natural
language processing. It’s for anyone working with
data analytics to collect and combine any data
sources—all in one place—and seamlessly connect
them to BI visualization tools.
With Panoply you can collect, store, and analyze
data in minutes. Get your data stack up and running
in a few clicks with no coding or help from data
engineering. Automate data management activities
traditionally handled by data engineers and DBAs,
saving you on storage costs and IT resources.
With Panoply, you’ll have lightning-fast queries as
it automatically optimizes queries, allowing you to
get results from your data in near real time.
Learn more at www.panoply.io.
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